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Abstract

Mobile app stores are the key distributors of mobile applications. They regu-

larly apply vetting processes to the deployed apps. Yet, some of these vetting

processes might be inadequate or applied late. The late removal of applications

might have unpleasant consequences for developers and users alike. Thus, in this

work we propose a data-driven predictive approach that determines whether the

respective app will be removed or accepted. It also indicates the features’ rele-

vance that help the stakeholders in the interpretation. In turn, our approach can

support developers in improving their apps and users in downloading the ones

that are less likely to be removed. We focus on the Google App store and we

compile a new data set of 870,515 applications, 56% of which have actually been

removed from the market. Our proposed approach is a bootstrap aggregating of

multiple XGBoost machine learning classifiers. We propose two models: user-

centered using 47 features, and developer-centered using 37 features, the ones

only available before deployment. We achieve the following Areas Under the

ROC Curves (AUCs) on the test set: user-centered = 0.792, developer-centered

= 0.762.
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1. Introduction

The mobile-app industry has grown tremendously in the last decade and is

expected to keep rising. For example, Figure 1 shows the number of applications

in two popular app stores, Google Play and Apple. The number of applications

between 2010 and 2020 has enormously increased, from thousands into millions.

This growth has also been accompanied with an increased number of malware

and vulnerable applications [1, 2, 3, 4? ]. In response to these threats, re-

searchers have proposed numerous defense solutions to protect the privacy of

end users [5, 6] and the security of their devices [7]. Additionally, the mobile

app stores have also implemented quality and security check measures to combat

the different threats which resulted in removing a lot of applications from both

markets between 2017 and 2019 [? ]. Legitimate mobile app stores have long

been compared against each other based on numerous factors such as submis-

sion process, cost, and the amount of guidance that is given to developers. The

Google Play store, for instance, was criticised at first for not rigorously vetting

apps before approving and making them available to users [8].

As such, Google has been introducing a number of solutions to monitor its

app store, which resulted in removing a large number of applications [10]. For

example, they introduced Google Play protect [11], which is responsible for the

rejections, removals, and suspensions of violating and suspicious third-party

applications. The system issues also warnings and sometimes delivers push

notifications to the developers of removed or suspended apps.

Both Google Play Developer Distribution Agreement [12] and Google Play

Program Policies [13] contain extensive details and instructions regarding what

should and should not be included in mobile applications. The precise require-

ments are, however, still unclear and prone to misinterpretation, needless to say

that some developers ignore these guidelines. Moreover, the Google Play store

gives less guidance when an app is rejected in comparison to the iOS store [8].

Removing violating apps have various negative consequences on both benign

developers and mobile users. This is especially the case if the applications were
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Figure 1: The number of apps in the Google Play and Apple stores between 2010 and 2020
[9].

removed from the Google Play after they have been admitted and made available

to users. When an app is removed, the notifications sent by Google Play protect

[11] are very generic and do not give developers any particular directions as to

how to fix their apps. As a result, not just their apps get flagged and removed

from the store, their accounts might also get suspended. On the other hand, it

is also inconvenient for users when some of the apps they have been using get

removed from the store.

Researchers have long studied the factors that influence the trustworthiness

of mobile apps in online stores. Because of that, numerous frameworks have been

proposed to assess their trustworthiness [14], risk [15], quality and suspicious

behavior [16, 17]. Determining the removability of mobile apps from the App

stores is a challenging problem because there are numerous potential reasons as

to why mobile applications get removed from these stores. In addition, it is very

challenging if not impossible to enumerate all of these causes. Moreover, some

of these reasons are not easy to pinpoint automatically or identify statistically

[10]. Thus, researchers in their efforts to tackle this problem have considered
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fewer reasons and relied on manual analysis of the removed apps. For example,

Wang et al. relied heavily on the manual analysis of the removed Android apps

[10]. Their machine learning classifier was only focused on COPPA-violated

apps. Similarly, Seneviratne et al. [18] also relied on manual analysis of the

collected app samples, focused only on detecting spam apps, and assumed that

top apps with respect to the number of downloads, number of user reviews, and

rating, are quite likely to be non-spam.

The aim of our work is, thus, to develop two data-driven predictive models

that can determine whether a given app will be removed or maintained by the

Google Play store before its deployment and after it has been deployed. The

predictive models are based on a machine learning algorithm called Extreme

Gradient Boosting, or XGBoost [19]. It leverages a mix of contextual and tech-

nical app’s features such as the privacy policy link, the genre, the requested

permissions or privileges, and broadcast listeners. The models are meant to

support developers, users, and app stores. We expect that they will help de-

velopers determine whether their apps are likely to be removed or not; hence,

giving them an opportunity to review and fix their apps before submitting them

to the store. In addition, they can assist users in choosing applications that are

less likely to be removed. Lastly, Google Play store may consult with these

models to identify violating applications early on before admitting them into

the store or afterwards. It is worth noting that we do not apply any manual

analysis on the collected samples. In addition, our models are generic meaning

that they do not include any domain-specific considerations; they are purely

data-driven.

Our contribution in this work is threefold: First, we generated a very large

data set of mobile applications from the Google Play store that includes the meta

data, the Android Package (APK) files1, and most importantly their standing

in the store for over a year. The generated large data set is used to evaluate

our approach, and is made publicly available [20]. Second, we propose two

1APK is the package file format used by the Android operating system.
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predictive models – developer-centered and user-centered – that can indicate

whether or not an app will be kept in the Google app store. We believe that

our data set and our encouraging results can be considered as a benchmark for

further investigations. Third, we present different usage scenarios of the two

models, in which they can be integrated into a service or an app. In this work,

we follow the CRISP-DM methodology to address our research question, which

is spanned across three sections: Methodology, Experiments and Results, and

Discussion.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides general information

about the topic, Section 3 introduces relevant works in the literature; Section 4

presents our data set and proposed method; Section 5 describes the experiments

that we conducted; Section 6 discusses the results; and Section 7 presents our

conclusions.

2. Background

We lay out the necessary background information regarding Android mobile

applications, namely their distribution format, configuration file, permissions,

and broadcast receivers.

2.1. Distribution

Android applications are distributed via official and non-official app markets

in the Android Package file format (.apk). Official markets such as the Google

Play store and Samsung Galaxy store apply a number of quality and safety

checks on the admitted apps. Nonetheless, malicious and low-quality applica-

tions are frequently being published into these stores and downloaded by a large

number of users. Additionally, Android applications can be downloaded from

anywhere online. Because of that, the default security settings of Android is

set to disallow installation of such applications, from unknown external sources.

Since the official Google Play store is not available in some countries, alternative

stores came out to fill that gap, such as the Xiaomi App Store, the 360 Mobile

Assistant and the Huawei App store.
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2.2. Android Manifest File

Any APK file usually contains among other things a configuration file called

AndroidManifest. The manifest file of an app contains its configurations such

as permissions, package name, broadcast receivers, and main activity. Extract-

ing this file out of the APK file is easier and more accurate than retrieving the

original source code [21]. In addition, accessing the manifest files of installed

applications on mobile phones is also possible and accurate [22]. This is why

researchers have long relied on it for building security and privacy solutions as

we will detail in Section 3.

2.3. Android Permissions

The majority of third-party Android applications require some level of ac-

cess to the device resources such as SMS, Contacts and Camera. The Android

OS uses a permission system [23] to control the level of access each installed

application has. The developers of these apps are, therefore, obligated to enlist

all the permission requests in their apps’ AndroidManfiest.xml files.

2.4. Broadcast Receivers

In Android OS, a broadcast receiver of system actions allows apps to listen

to events originating from the system. Examples include receiving SMS, call or

voicemail, or when the WIFI is connected. As such, broadcast receivers might

cause some security and privacy concerns to the end user. In Section 3 we

discuss previous studies that employed broadcast receivers in assigning privacy

scores to apps.

3. Related Work

Our research aims at helping users, developers, and app stores’ maintainers.

As such, part of the discussion of the literature will be referring to these ben-

eficiaries. Furthermore, the bulk of research that have been conducted in this

area is focused on one or more type of bad applications.
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Wang et al. [10] identified five categories, namely malicious, privacy-risk,

fake, spamming, and privacy-violating. The models that we propose in this

work are meant to be more generic, in that they will forecast whether an app

will be maintained or removed, without specifying the reason of removal. Lin et

al. [24] conducted a similar study but on iOS app store. Their work was focused

on understanding the reasons why apps are being removed from the app store.

Their data set was based on collecting daily snapshot of the whole iOS app

market for a year and a half. They also built app removal prediction model

based on a number of features that are extracted from the app metadata. Their

model does not consider the apps that are new to the market because it simply

relies on features that do not get populated immediately, e.g., app comments.

Consequently, the model cannot be used by developers to predict the future of

their apps before they upload them to the market.

The work of Wang et al. [10] is the closest to our work, in which they

wanted to understand why some apps are being removed from the store. They

implemented an empirical study on a large number of mobile apps collected from

the Google Play store. However, the status of each app in their data set was

only checked once, a year and a half later. In our work, the status was checked

on three different occasions: the first check was done after 5 months, the second

was done after 7 months, and the last was done after 1 year. Their manual

analysis of the collected apps identified a set of 791,138 removed apps. They

then ran an existing machine learning classifier [25] on this set to detect COPPA-

violated apps, more specifically, apps targeting kids. Out of the 791,138 removed

apps, the classifier has identified a total number of 23,319 apps targeting kids.

It is important to note that this work aimed at encouraging researchers to

build symptom-based predictor or even a machine learning-based predictor for

flagging the to-be-removed apps before they are really removed. Thus, our work

is an improvement of their work since it employs more sophisticated techniques,

relies on more features, and one of our models, the developer-centered model,

is designed to be effective even before the app gets submitted to the store.

Seneviratne et al. [18] proposed an Adaptive Boost classifier to detect spam
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apps based solely on their metadata that are available at the time of publication.

Their work inspired us to use two of their features, namely IsSpamming and

DeveloperCategory. Though, their classifier considers only spam apps, our two

models do not distinguish between the different categories of bad applications.

For us, an app is either removed or not. Additionally, their work relied on

manual analysis of the collected app samples and assumed that the considered

top apps with respect to the number of downloads, number of user reviews, and

rating, are quite likely to be non-spam.

Researchers have long studied the factors that influence the trustworthiness

of mobile applications in online stores. For example, Kuehnhausen and Vic-

tor [14] proposed a trustworthy model for mobile applications based on various

factors, namely ratings, permissions, reviews and the relationships between ap-

plications. However, the number of features that were used in building the

model is relatively small. Additionally, the ratings and the reviews features

could be empty for some apps, especially, if these apps have not been long in

the market or are not popular. Finally, the data set that was used to evalu-

ate their proposed model is small and does not sufficiently represent the entire

market because the focus was on popular apps. In our work, however, we use

a much bigger and more representative data set, more features, and investigate

two approaches; one that relies on features available before deployment and

another that uses features that become available after deployment.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques were investigated by Pandita

et al. [15] on the description of an app and compared it with the permissions that

the app had requested. Their aim was to examine whether the description of an

application provides any indication for why the application needs a permission.

In our view, we believe that in order to justify the use of a permission by an app,

more features are needed besides the description such as the genre and system

actions. Pratim Sarma et al. [26] on the other hand, used the genre to inform

users whether the risks of installing an app is in accordance with its advertised

benefit. In our work, the description, genre, permissions, system actions and

more features are incorporated in the models.
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A framework to help the user deciding whether a given application found in

some app stores is trustworthy or not was introduced by Habib et al. [27]. It

considers the publicly available information of an app such as user ratings and

reviews, and also indicators regarding the security and as provided by state-

of-the-art static analysis tools. As we explained earlier, the ratings and the

reviews’ features could be empty, but they did not consider such cases like we

do.

The permissions an app requests, the category of the app, and the permis-

sions that are requested by other apps in the same category to infer a privacy

score that would be used to help users with their installation decisions were

leveraged by Sarma et. al [28]. The work of Mohsen et al. [29] did also devise a

new privacy score for mobile applications, which is calculated based on the per-

missions they possess, the system actions they have registered to listen to and

the users’ privacy preferences. Both scores [28, 29] could have been improved if

more of the application’s meta data was utilized.

A large-scale longitudinal study on 5 million app records collected from three

different snapshots of the Google Play store was conducted by Wang et al. [30].

Their study revealed a number of serious issues in the mobile app ecosystems.

For example, the study shows that despite Google’s effort to remove bad apps

from the store, the number of developers who do not comply with the guidelines

has been nonetheless increasing. In our view, their results highlight the need to

have a solution like the one we propose in this paper.

Researchers have also used some of the contextual and technical features

that we used in our research but for detecting malicious Android applications.

For example, Peiravian and Zhu [31] proposed to combine permissions and API

(Application Program Interface) calls to detect malicious Android apps. Wu et

al. [32] considered static information including permissions, deployment of com-

ponents, intent messages passing and API calls for characterizing the Android

applications’ behavior. Sanz et al. [33], Sato et al. [34], Feldman et al. [35],

and Li et al. [36] extracted and used several features from the Android mani-

fest of the applications to build machine learning classifiers for the detection of
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Figure 2: A high-level overview of the data collection workflow.

Android malware. In our work, we decided not to use any source code related

features, because obtaining such features in real life is complicated, especially if

the applications are paid and/or obfuscated.

Gómez et al. [16] analyzed the permissions and the user reviews of mobile

applications to detect defective applications. The proposed system is aimed

at helping app store maintainers predict apps with bugs before they harm the

reputation of the app store as a whole.

Our work differs from the existing literature in three main aspects. First,

we acquire and curate a very rich data set, that is large in volume and in

independent variables. Moreover, the value of the dependent variable (removed

or not removed) has been checked three times over a period of 1 year. Second,

we propose two types of models that we refer to as developer-centered and

user-centered, which can be applied before and after deployment, respectively.

Third, our approach is completely data-driven. This means that the interaction

between the given independent variables is learned from the training data rather

than being imposed or manipulated by domain-specific knowledge.

4. Methodology

In this section, we describe the data set that we collect and curate followed

by feature engineering and the predictive models.
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4.1. Data set

In Fig. 2 we show our methodology for collecting and curating the data set

that we used for training and evaluating our models. We collected the data

over a course of 26 months, between April 2017 and June 2019. In the first

one-month long phase, we crawled the Google Play store main pages which

resulted in 2,021,159 applications including all the information that we could

find on these pages except for the permissions and users’ reviews. We call this

collection the seed data set, the output of Step 1 in Fig. 2. Then, in the second

phase, which lasted a year, we downloaded the APK files for slightly more than

half of the apps that are in the seed data set. We call this collection the APKs

data set, which contains 1,164,216 apk files, Step 2 in Fig. 2. The last phase

was geared towards collecting the ground truth labels (i.e. the values of the

dependent variable) for all apps in the APKs data set. It involved checking the

status of the apps in the app store to see whether they are still in there or got

removed. This phase was executed on three different occasions. We call this list

the status data set, which contains 1,090,484 apps, Step 3 in Fig. 2.

4.2. Data preparation

Since the data set was collected in different phases, the first step was to

merge them together, hence the Merge step in Fig. 2. The merge is meant to

keep all the apps with complete profiles, which entails the information from

the Play store pages, APK files, and the three different status checks. This

resulted in a total of 999, 530 applications as per Table 3. We then excluded

the applications that either had missing values due to crawling errors, or their

manifest files could not be retrieved from their APK files. This step resulted in

reducing the number of applications to 870,515, which we call the merged data

set.

In Fig. 3, we show the top 22 represented genres in the merged data set

(there are 48 distinct genres), nearly 86% of the entire data set fall into these

genres. The mean and standard deviation of the reviews for all apps are 3.4 and

1.7, respectively. This suggests that the majority of the collected applications
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Frequency

0 10K 20K 30K 40K 50K 60K 70K

Action

Shopping

Finance

Communication

Social

Photography

Sports

Productivity

Health & Fitness

News & Magazines

Travel & Local

Casual

Arcade

Puzzle

Music & Audio

Books & Reference

Business

Personalization

Tools

Lifestyle

Entertainment

Education

Figure 3: The top represented genres in the data set, 86% of the apps fall into these genres.

have in fact high review averages including the ones that were removed from the

market. In fact, the mean for the reviews of the removed applications is 3.3 with

a standard deviation of 1.77, in comparison to 3.6 and 1.77 for the applications

that were kept in the market. Finally, in Fig. 4, we show the distribution of the

lowest Android version of all applications in the data set. Nearly 60% of the

apps have Gingerbread and Ice Cream Sandwich as their lower Android version.

In Section 5 we describe the contribution of this information, lower Android

version, in predicting the faith of an app.
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Figure 4: A histogram that shows the distribution of the lowest Android version that was
specified in all apps.

4.3. Feature Engineering

In this phase, we determined the most suitable features, also known as in-

dependent variables, and whether they require any further preprocessing. We

applied various techniques for the purpose of normalizing and standardizing all

features. We call this collection the final data set.

In Table 1, we list all features in the final data set, their sources, types, and

the pre-processing operations that we applied to them. Twenty seven features

came directly or indirectly from the seed data set, and twenty features came

from the APKs data set. Seven of these features are of categorical type and

the remaining are numerical. We applied the one hot encoding to all categorical

features.

4.3.1. Input features of the Seed data set

Table 2 shows the list of 24 features of the Seed data set, which we were

able to crawl from the Google Play store pages for each application. The table

contains real values for the features of the WhatsApp Android application as

an example. In Table 1 we show the 27 features (the rows where the Source
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column has Seed for its value) that were generated from these 24 variables.
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Table 1: The list of the 48 features that are used to build the predictive models. The abbre-
viation “Cat.” in the Type column stands for categorical. The “Source” indicates the source
data set as per Section 4.1. The “Operation” column states the pre-processing that we have
applied to each feature. The “Transformed” string implies some kind of processing to the
respective feature, for example, “LenTitle” is obtained by measuring the length of the app’s
title. Finally, the highlighted rows indicate the features that were excluded when building the
developer-centered model.

Feature Type Source Operation

1 Status Target Status Aggregated
2 OneStarRatings Int Seed Normalized
3 TwoStarRatings Int Seed Normalized
4 ThreeStarRatings Int Seed Normalized
5 FourStarRatings Int Seed Normalized
6 FiveStarRatings Int Seed Normalized
7 ReviewsAverage Float Seed None
8 LenTitle Int Seed Transformed
9 LenDescription Int Seed Transformed
10 LenWhatsNew Int Seed Transformed
11 DeveloperWebsite Int Seed Transformed
12 DeveloperEmail Int Seed Transformed
13 DeveloperAddress Int Seed Transformed
14 PrivacyPolicyLink Int Seed Transformed
15 Paid Int Seed None
16 MaxDownloadsLog Int Seed Logarithmic
17 LowestAndroidVersion Cat. Seed Derived
18 HighestAndroidVersion Cat. Seed Derived
19 AndroidVersion Cat. Seed Encoded
20 DevRegisteredDomain Int Seed Transformed
21 DaysSinceLastUpdate Int Seed Derived
22 LastUpdated Int Seed Transformed
23 FileSize Int Seed Encoded
24 CurrentVersion Cat. Seed Transformed
25 Genre Cat. Seed Encoded
26 ContentRating Cat. Seed Encoded
27 DeveloperCategory Cat. Seed Generated & Encoded
28 IsSpamming Int Seed Generated
29 Storage Int APKs Transformed
30 Calendar Int APKs Transformed
31 Camera Int APKs Transformed
32 Contacts Int APKs Transformed
33 Location Int APKs Transformed
34 Microphone Int APKs Transformed
35 Phone Int APKs Transformed
36 Sensors Int APKs Transformed
37 SMS Int APKs Transformed
38 Net Int APKs Transformed
39 Intent Int APks Transformed
40 Bluetooth Int APKs Transformed
41 App Int APKs Transformed
42 Provider Int APKs Transformed
43 Speech Int APKs Transformed
44 NFC Int APKs Transformed
45 Media Int APKs Transformed
46 Hardware Int APKs Transformed
47 Google Int APKs Transformed
48 OS Int APKs Transformed
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Table 2: The features obtained from the Google Play store page for the WhatsApp application
as at February 2021.

Feature Type Sample values

1 Description Text WhatsApp Messenger is a FREE messaging app
available for Android and other smartphones....

2 Title Text WhatsApp Messenger

3 Last Updated Date May 13, 2020

4 Whats New Text Group video and voice calls now support up to 8
participants. All participants need to be on the lat-
est version of WhatsApp.

5 Reviews Average Number 4.3

6 Price Number 0.0

7 Ratings Number 114,391,572

8 One Star Ratings Number 4,000,000

9 Two Star Ratings Number 2,000,000

10 Three Star Ratings Number 2,391,572

11 Four Star Ratings Number 6,000,000

12 Five Star Ratings Number 100,000,000

13 Privacy Policy Link Text http://www.whatsapp.com/legal/#Privacy

14 Genre Text Communication

15 Url Text https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co
m.whatsapp

16 Content Rating Text PEGI 3

17 Current Version Text 2.20.157

18 Android Version Text 4.0.3 and up

19 Developer Email Text android@support.whatsapp.com

20 Developer Website Text https://www.whatsapp.com/

21 Developer Name Text WhatsApp Inc.

22 Developer Address Text 1601 Willow Road Menlo Park, CA 94025

23 File Size Number 28M

24 Downloads Number 5,000,000,000+

For instance, in Table 2, feature number 7, Ratings illustrates the number of

users who rated the app by giving it a score from 1 to 5. The feature was used

to normalize features 8-12, in order to produce features 2-6 in Table 1. The

Ratings was thus removed from the list.

As to the Title, Description, and Whats New features, we only considered

their overall length in characters. The variables Developer Website, Developer

Email, Developer Address, and Privacy Policy Link, were treated as binary;

either present (1) or absent (0). The Paid binary feature is based on the Price

feature, where 0 means it is a free app, and 1 means otherwise. The Downloads

are originally given in ranges [x, y], and decided to take the logarithm of the
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maximum; i.e. log(y). For instance, if the number of Downloads for an app is

given as [5000,10000], then we take log(10000).

Some features were derived from existing ones, such as the HighestAndroid-

Version and LowestAndroidVersion, both of them were derived from the An-

droidVersion feature. The DevRegisteredDomain feature was derived from the

DeveloperWebsite feature. It states whether the developer of the app has her

own domain name or not. Additionally, the DaysSinceLastUpdate feature was

derived from the LastUpdated feature. It is a continuous integer that represents

the number of days since each app was last updated in comparison to other

apps in the data set and we computed it as follows. First, we get the most

recent date from the data set, which would be the maximum date. Second, we

calculate the DaysSinceLastUpdate for each app as the number of days between

its LastUpdated and the maximum date. As a consequence, at least one app

will get a zero value; the app which was updated most recently. We kept the

LastUpdated feature as well, however, we only considered its year value in four

digits. The size of an app is not explicitly mentioned in the Play store. There

are normally two possible values for it, either varies with the device or unspeci-

fied. Notably, the majority of the apps have an unspecified size and only a tiny

proportion has a variable size. Thus, we encoded these two values to create the

FileSize feature, where 0 means the size is unspecified, and 1 means it varies.

For the CurrentVersion, we only considered the major version number. We also

encoded the Genre and the ContentRating features using the one hot encoding.

Lastly, we calculated two additional features, namely IsSpamming and De-

veloperCategory, based on the previous work in [37]. The former is a binary

value calculated based on the number of apps a developer has and their down-

load count, where 1 means that the developer is a spammer and 0 otherwise.

The latter relies on the number of apps a developer has in the store. Each

developer would be assigned any of the following categories; Aggressive (more

than 50 apps released), Active (10 to 50 apps released), Moderate (2 to 10 apps

released), and Conservative (released only 1 app). Spamming developers are

aggressive developers that do not have any app with over 1M downloads and
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with an average install number below 10k.

4.3.2. APKs Input Features

The features that we obtained from the APKs data set came from extracting

and then parsing the applications’ manifest files2. We mainly focused on two

components; the permissions and the system actions. The number of unique

permissions and system actions slightly vary from one Android distribution to

another. In this work, however, we considered 176 unique permissions and

134 unique system actions. The Android system classifies these permissions

into dangerous and normal types. Dangerous permissions allow mobile apps

to access users’ sensitive data such as contacts, SMS, and pictures. Therefore,

Android mandates applications to get users’ consent and approval to be able to

use them. On the other hand, normal permissions are presumably less risky, thus

apps can obtain them without involving the users. The Android system further

puts dangerous permissions into 9 groups; Storage, Calendar, Camera, Contacts,

Location, Microphone, Phone, Sensors, and SMS. Each of these groups contains

one or more permissions. We created a feature per each permission group with

a value of 1 or 0, in which 1 means that the app has requested at least one

permission of that group and 0 otherwise.

Android allows third-party applications to register for listening to various

system’s events, such as when a new SMS arrives, a new call is made, and when

the battery is low. The system sends out a broadcast whenever any of these

events occurs. An application needs to be pre-configured in order to be able to

listen to some of these events by including the corresponding system actions.

As far as the actions are concerned, there is no preexisting classification to

them. Instead, we relied on the top package name, which resulted in having 11

distinct groups/features; Net, Intent, Bluetooth, App, Provider, Speech, NFC,

Media, Hardware, Google, and OS.

2Every app must include an AndroidManifest.xml file that contains essential information
about the app.
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4.3.3. Dependent variable: Status

After completing the crawling phase, which included downloading the cor-

responding APKs, we determined the status of all applications, by checking on

three different occasions whether they are still in the market or not. The first

check was done on December 2018, the second on February 2019, and the last

was completed during the months of May and June 2019. In Table 3, we show

the percentages of the applications that were never found in the market upon

the three checks, stayed in the market the whole time, and the ones that changed

their status throughout this period. We call the first group removed, the second

stable, and the latter mix. The apps that fall in the removed and stable groups

represent 91.6% of the entire data set. As such, we decided to focus only on

these two groups and ignore the other ones because the applications in those

groups do not have sufficient samples in comparison to the first two.

Table 3: Availability of apps in the market. A value of 1 means the app was not in the market
on the indicated date, 0 means otherwise.

Dec 18 Feb 19 May-June 19 #Apps Portion (%)

1 1 1 553395 50.7
0 0 0 446135 40.9
0 1 1 38848 3.6
0 1 0 31804 2.9
1 0 0 9715 0.9
1 0 1 6507 0.6
0 0 1 3005 0.3
1 1 0 1075 0.1

Total 1090484 100

4.4. Prediction Model

The machine learning algorithm chosen for this research is the Extreme

Gradient Boosting of Decision Trees or XGBoost for short. This decision is

motivated by its outstanding performance on various Kaggle3 benchmark data

sets among others, its efficiency in learning and applying a model together with

the ability in determining the relevance of each independent variable, which

facilitates the interpretation of the pipeline [38, 39, 40].

3www.kaggle.com
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XGBoost is a supervised learning algorithm that predicts the target class

through aggregating the decisions of a number of regression trees. It uses the

gradient descent algorithm during learning for the minimization of the loss func-

tion when configuring new trees. For further technical details we refer to [19].

In order to counter for the imbalance in the distribution of the two classes

(removed and stable) we embed the XGBoost in a bootstrap aggregating (bag-

ging) approach. This ensures that an XGBoost model is trained with a balanced

data set, something that is desirable in machine learning in order to avoid any

bias. In practice, the bagging approach requires the bootstrapping with replace-

ment of balanced subsets and use them to train XGBoost models. For a given

app the prediction is then calculated using the majority voting rule of all the

classifications achieved by the participating XGBoost models.

5. Experiments and Results

In Fig. 5, we show the steps that we have taken to build, train, and test

the two models. In Step 1, the final data set of 870, 515 records is split

(stratified random sampling) into training data (70%: 609, 360) and test data

(30%: 261, 155). In Step 2, a balanced data set is drawn from the train-

ing data. We experimented with the following sizes of the balanced data set;

2K, 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, and 100K. Each balanced subset is determined by ran-

domly selecting, with replacement, the same number of removed and not re-

moved apps from all apps in the training data. In Step 3, a validation data set

is drawn from the training data, which has the same class distribution and size

as the test data. In step 4, a number of XGBoost classifiers are initialized and

trained using a different balanced data set that is sampled as mentioned in Step

2. We experimented with the following number of classifiers: 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,

and 15. Note that we do not fine tune the involved models/classifiers. We

configure them using default values for all parameters except for the number

of trees n trees and the maximum depth of each tree max depth. For these

two parameters we pick a random value from the following predefined lists:
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Figure 5: A high-level overview of the model building workflow in Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN)

max depth ∈ {2, 3} and n trees ∈ {256, 512}. Such values ensure that the

learned XGBoost models are not fine tuned on the training data as they con-

sist of an ensemble of very shallow decision trees. This is important to avoid

overfitting. A similar approach was adapted in [40]. For a given app the pre-

diction (removed or not removed) is then determined from the average score of

all predictions by the participating XGBoost models. Steps 5 and 6 are used to

estimate the performance of the validation and test sets in terms of ROC and

AUC, as well as the feature importance scores.

5.1. User- and Developer-centered models

The above experiments were first conducted using the 47 features that are

shown in Table 1. The resulting predictive model that relies on the full set of

47 features is distinctively suitable to the end users, who may use it to choose

applications that will most likely remain in the market. We refer to this model

as user-centered. The Google Play store may also use the resulting model to

identify violating applications after they have been admitted into the store.

However, in order to aid developers before submitting their applications

to the market or to aid the Play store before admitting the applications, an-

other model is needed. The new model, which we call developer-centered,

shall rely on less features, the ones that are only available before deployment.

In Table 1 we indicate these features with the non-highlighted rows. Thus,

the developer-centered model uses 37 features, as it excludes the following 10

features that are only available after deployment: OneStarRatings, TwoStar-
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Ratings, ThreeStarRatings, FourStarRatings, FiveStarRatings, ReviewsAverage,

LenWhatsNew, MaxDownloadsLog, DaysSinceLastUpdate, LastUpdated.

In order to select the best user- and developer-centered models we gener-

ate the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for different settings and

choose the models that achieve the highest area under ROC curve (AUC). The

ROC curve demonstrates how the true and false positive rates change as a func-

tion of the operating point. The operating point is the threshold (between 0 and

1) that determines the predicted label of the given sample. For instance, for an

operating point of 0.5, if the average predicted score of all involved XGBoost

classifiers is below 0.5 then the given sample is labelled as “to be removed”,

otherwise “to be kept”. For each considered operating point we compute the

confusion matrix that consists of the number of true positives (TP), false pos-

itives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). The true positive

rate (TPR) is then the ratio of TP and all positive predictions (TP + FP),

while the false positive rate (FPR) is the ratio of FP and the total number of

negatives (FP and TN). The AUC is the area under the ROC curve, which can

have a value between 0 and 1. The higher (maximum 1) the AUC the better the

performance of the respective model. An AUC of 0.5 for a two-class problem

indicates that the model is not better than a random decision, and an AUC of

0 represents predictions that are completely opposite than desired.

In Fig. 6 we show the AUC values for a number of experiments with varying

number of XGBoost classifiers and sizes of the balanced training sets that are

used to evaluate the user-centered and the developer-centered models on the

validation set, respectively. The results show that the best performance of

the user-centered model is achieved with 11 XGBoost classifiers, while for the

developer-centered model the best performance is achieved with only 1 XGBoost

classifier. For both models, the best performance is achieved with balanced

training sets of 100K in size.

In Fig. 7 we illustrate the ROC curves together with their AUC values of

the selected models when applied to the test set. We also compute the AUC

scores for the models when applied to the validation set. The high similarity
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Figure 6: Evaluation in terms of Area under the ROC curves (AUC) of the (left) user-centered
and the (right) developer-centered models on the validation data with respect to the number
of XGBoost classifiers used and the sizes of the balanced data sets used to train such models.
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Figure 7: ROC curves obtained from the test data for Model 1 (user-centered) and Model 2
(developer-centered).

between the AUCs of both models achieved for the validation (user-centered:

0.798, developer-centered: 0.764) and test sets (user-centered: 0.792, developer-

centered: 0.762) demonstrate the generalisation ability of our approach.

As a byproduct, the XGBoost models provide us with an importance score

for each independent variable. Importance scores are calculated for all attributes

in each decision tree. For each tree, an attribute that is used more often to make

key decisions, is given a high importance score. Then, the final feature impor-

tance of a particular attribute is summed up and divided by the number of

decision trees. We determine the ranking of the features after averaging the

importance scores across the participating XGBoost classification models. For

the user-centered predictive model the ContentRating, PrivacyPolicyLink and

DeveloperWebsite are the top most important features in predicting the remov-

ability of an app. In Fig. 8, we show the averaged and normalized importance
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scores of the top 20 features across the 11 XGBoost classifiers. Similarly, in

Fig. 9 we show the normalized scores of the 20 most relevant features as achieved

by the single XGBoost classifier that defines the developer-centered model. For

this model the ContentRating Teen, PrivacyPolicyLink and IsSpamming are the

top most important features. Both models share the top 5 most important fea-

tures, which demonstrate their predictive power in both scenarios. Moreover,

both models highlight the importance of including a PrivacyPolicyLink upon

submitting an app to the store. In addition, the difference in the number of fea-

tures between the user- and developer-centered models (the user-centered model

has 47 features, and the developer-centered model has 37 features) did not have

a significant impact on the performance.

6. Discussion

In this work we proposed two predictive models that can indicate whether an

app will stay in the Play store or eventually get removed by Google. Our results

suggest that such a model can be built with a decent accuracy by largely relying

on the app meta data that are publicly available and a number of elements that

can be easily extracted from an app’s manifest file. The AUCs of 0.792 and

0.762 for the user- and developer-centered models, respectively, represent the

probabilities that they achieve higher scores for apps that will eventually be

removed by the app store compared to those that will be retained. Therefore,

the closer such an AUC (or probability) is to 1 the more accurate the model is.

Typically, AUCs higher than 0.7 indicate strong effects between the indepen-

dent and dependent variables [41]. In practice, we would need to determine a

threshold between 0 and 1 such that an app that results in a value above the

threshold by our respective predictive model will be considered “to be removed”,

otherwise “to be kept”. This threshold can be set to be the one that yields the

maximum harmonic mean (or F -score) of precision and recall on a validation

set. Such a validation set can be drawn from the training set with the same size

and class distribution as the test set (see Section 5).
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Figure 8: Averaged and normalized importance scores of the top 20 features across the 11
participating XGBoost classifiers in the user-centered predictive model. The features names
containing the character “ ” are dummy variables created from the encoding of the categorical
features listed in Table 1.

We identified the need for both the user-centered and the developer-centered

models, as they would be practically useful for users, developers and app stores

alike. The user-centered model will guide users into installing applications that

are more likely to stay in the store. Developers can utilize the corresponding

model to predict whether their applications are prone to be removed or not.

Finally, online app stores will be able to use both models to filter out violating

applications upon admission or thereafter.

As a result, we identify two deployment scenarios. First, the user-centered

model can be incorporated into a mobile app or a browser’s extension/plugin.

The former can work in two modes: before installing an application from the
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Figure 9: Averaged and normalized importance scores of the top 20 features of the single
XGBoost classifier in the developer-centered predictive model. The features names containing
the character “ ” are dummy variables created from the encoding of the categorical features
listed in Table 1.

designated market or after. The user can use the latter on a desktop computer

while browsing app stores to choose a new mobile app. Second, the developer-

centered can be incorporated into a website that developers can use before

submitting an application to the online store.

6.1. Threats to Validity

In this work, the collection of the data set from the Google Play store is

done under two main assumptions. The first assumption states that all appli-

cations in the store are benign [11]. The second one states that the only reason

applications were removed/disappeared from the store while crawling was due
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to their violations of the store’s policy and recommendations [10]. However,

there could be other reasons, for example, removing applications by their own-

ers temporally or permanently, which we do not take into account. While here

we used the Google Play store as a case study, the proposed approach is also

applicable to the Apple store and to other ones that share similar properties of

mobile applications.

7. Conclusion and future work

The rapid increase of low quality and/or violating apps in the online stores

has provoked stores’ maintainers into employing strict measures. As a result,

large number of apps are continuously removed from the stores. Removing

mobile applications after they have been admitted into online stores negatively

affect the experience of end users and the reputation of app developers. Thus, in

this work, we propose two predictive models, which we call user- and developer-

centered. The former aids mobile users and app stores to determine the future

of the app after deployment, while the latter supports developers and app stores

before deployment. Our models consider the meta data of an app that is publicly

available on the play store. Additionally, they incorporate the permissions that

the app requests in its manifest file and the system actions that it is registered

to listen to.

Both models were trained and validated using a very large data set of apps

that we collected from the Google Play store. The data set is made publicly

available [20].

In future, we firstly plan to investigate more sophisticated methods to ex-

tract information from unstructured text-based variables such as the Descrip-

tion, WhatsNew, and PrivacyPolicyLink features. Secondly, we will look into

adapting the proposed data-driven approach to work with other app stores, such

as Apple and beyond [42].
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